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WHAT WE DO
Social Media
PR
SEO SEM
Newsletter
Forum

OUR AUDIENCE
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OUR REACH
Customers show a variety of preferences when it comes to the methods of
marketing which they will positively respond to. A wrong assumption might
lead to a business adopting the wrong marketing strategy which will result
in a loss of revenue, time and some potential customers. This is why we
reach your potential customers in different ways, tailor-made for your brand
and your target.
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B2B
CHINA MARKET

More B2B customers expect not only sustainable and quality products, but
also excellent producer services. In return, more B2B companies invest in
product design and brand building, with ultimate goals of climbing the value
chain and earning higher margin
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WECHAT
Content creation. Today's customer doesn't want to be talked
to; he wants to be engaged in conversation. We create contents
that engage people, videos, challenges, interviews. Social Cloud
have created contents for more than 100 different Wechat
accounts, including overseas brands

Graphic. Graphic design is an important tool that enhances
how you communicate with other people. It serves to convey
your ideas in a way that is not only effective, but also
beautiful. Social Cloud have created Wechat graphics for
more than 100 different Wechat accounts, including overseas
brands

Wechat Analysis. Deep analysis at the end of every month of the
brand wechat account including followers, posts and final
suggestions. Studying the analysis Social Cloud has managed to
grow a monthly average of 20% new followers per account

Micro-influencers share. Share of the Wechat post in personal
moments of micro-influencers. People with more than 1500
friends. The engagement is more personal and the result is
38% more of the readers. Social Cloud works with more 1000
micro- influencers in the financial, internet, luxury and lifestyle
section

Mini Website. Gather all together with information, gallery, and
story about the brand in one intuitive mini-website that will make
your customer's life easier. Social Cloud have created Wechat
mini-website for more than 10 different Wechat accounts,
including overseas brands.

Group share. To stimulate the post reach and engagement
posts of the brand are shared among various group-chats
according to the target. 34.09% of total readers are acquired by
referrals
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WEIBO
Account creation. Creation of the Weibo
account including verification and VIP
membership. Special crown, customize the
home page, special custom account number,
Vip badge. Social Cloud has created more than
150 accounts including for overseas clients

Content Creation. it’s essential to develop a solid
content strategy. All the posts include
multimedia contents like videos, pictures and live
streaming. Social Cloud has created content for
more than 200 weibo accounts

Micro-influencer. Micro-Kol can involve in a
variety of promotional activities. Having less
followers they have a much more intimate
connection with their viewers. Social Cloud works
with more than 1000 Micro-Kol on weibo

Group share. Participating actively into focus
groups on weibo, share conversations, opinions
and posts of the brands will engage more
potential customers and activate curiosity. Social
Cloud is part of more than 50 financial groups on
weibo

Advertising. We carefully choose the right kind
of weibo advertising among the different options
available, we are expert on social media
advertising carefully choosing the target based on
the industry and interests and competitors
analysts.
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LINKEDIN
Utilize LinkedIn as a well-known international professional social media to promote
the branding of the company to the public; and leverage resources on LinkedIn to
penetrate to the right target of the client for sales leads generation in the long run

Promote the brand and reach potential clientele (for potential sale leads generation
Managing and distributing the brand marketing and sales content
·

）

leveraging LinkedIn hashtag communities
·

Increasing LinkedIn profile followers

1. LinkedIn Strategy and Plan Development
2. LinkedIn posts content creation (short LinkedIn Posts, general information articles, case
studies)
3. Engage with followers
4. Actively engage with other accounts and groups

CASES

MEDIA LANDSCAPE AND
INTERVIEWS SAMPLE FOR CHINA
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Media
cases
ALL THE SAMPLES BELONG TO OUR PORTFOLIO OF WORK
IF YOU WANT MORE SAMPLES EMAIL INFO@SOCIALCLOUDCHINA.COM

Website design and development

Compelling and intuitive website design for
China and beyond. Our team of Chinese
and international web designers creates
user-friendly websites that are interesting
and informative for your visitors. Our
development
team
implements
the
custom design into a secure, SEO-friendly
site that follows industry-standard coding
practices for websites in China and for
global use.

With an optimized WordPress-based
backend and custom-crafted frontend,
your multilingual and/or Chinese website
will provide a user-friendly experience for
not only your target audience but also for
those who manage its content.

SEO - SEM
The skill set to rank higher than your competition in China and internationally
Starting with in-depth online competition and keywords analysis, the team
defines and implements performance-driven digital marketing strategies to
increase your website’s visibility and qualified search engine traffic that drives
conversion. We work with you to create an SEO and SEM strategy for target
Chinese markets with a focus on Baidu and key international locales.

SERVICES
WEBSITE ONSITE ANALYSIS
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION FOR CHINA
SEARCH ENGINE ADVERTISING
KEYWORD RESEARCH & ON-PAGE STRATEGY IN ENGLISH AND
CHINESE
With our partner Flow Asia

INFLUENCERS

A brand is no longer what we
say to consumers, it is what
consumers say to each other Scott Cook

+20M

+3M
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INFLUENCERS

IMPRESSION

ENGAGEMENT

DATABASE

About the
cooperation

+3K

We cooperate with influencers in different
way including PPC with dynamic qr code,
affiliate marketing. Basic fee with KOL can
be bargained, please understand that
having a big influencer promoting for free
or just by commission is not possible. For
the list of influencers and sample of our
previous and current cooperation plese
send an email.
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The number of e-mail
users worldwide is
grown to 2.9 billion
users by 2019

Newsletter
Social Cloud contacts are
checked every month.
Average unique open 12%
Average unique click 8%

82%+30K

+20K

+160K

+54K

CONTACTS IN

CONTACTS IN
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CONTACTS

CHINA

USA

UK

IN ITALY

FORUM
Social Cloud has accounts
(personals, managed by real
people) in more than 30
different b2b forums (apart
from Weibo) in China. Interact
with people about products,
e-commerce, engaging more
customers in the brand
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SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
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THANK YOU

INFO@SOCIALCLOUDCHINA.COM
(+86) 13761027404

All the samples in this deck are from Social Cloud works.
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